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Physics of the Impossible - Michio Kaku 2008-03-11
Teleportation, time machines, force fields, and interstellar space
ships—the stuff of science fiction or potentially attainable future
technologies? Inspired by the fantastic worlds of Star Trek, Star Wars,
and Back to the Future, renowned theoretical physicist and bestselling
author Michio Kaku takes an informed, serious, and often surprising look
at what our current understanding of the universe's physical laws may
permit in the near and distant future.Entertaining, informative, and
imaginative, Physics of the Impossible probes the very limits of human
ingenuity and scientific possibility.
Chariots of Gods Unknown: Unsolved Mysteries of the Past - Robert
Charroux 2017-05
Long before Erich von Daniken wrote Chariots of the Gods, Robert
Charroux was writing about our historical visitors from outer space,
otherwise called "Ancient Astronauts" or "Ancient Aliens," and
stimulating his readers to deep thought and further investigation. This
book is no exception. Chariots of Unknown Gods reveals unsuspected
conceptual constructs, especially of the hitherto unpublished history of
our Celtic ancestors - a history unpublished, and actually interdicted,
because it runs counter to some of the statements made in the Bible, in
Sumerian and other scriptures, and by historians and prehistorians. The
whole history of Western civilization has, in fact, been deliberately
distorted in order to develop a mental outlook encouraging particular
modes of thought, behavior, and social structure.Charroux, who notably
has worked with William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy on television
documentaries concerning this topic, has prepared a serious work where
nothing was shirked or neglected, and for which he dedicated himself to
worldwide research. In 1968, for example, he covered 25,000 miles,
traveling all over Mexico, Libya, and Tunisia. Few writers show such
dedication and professional integrity in checking their sources.
Charroux's readers will find in his immense documentation many ideas
and proofs that will open up new vistas of understanding.
Chariots of the Gods - Erich Von Daniken 1999-01-01
THE SEVEN MILLION COPY BESTSELLER The groundbreaking classic
that introduced the theory that ancient Earth established contact with
aliens. Immediately recognized as a work of monumental importance,
Chariots of the Gods endures as proof that Earth has been visited
repeatedly by advanced aliens from other worlds. Here, Erich von
Däniken examines ancient ruins, lost cities, spaceports, and a myriad of
hard scientific facts that point to extraterrestrial intervention in human
history. Most incredible of all, however, is von Däniken's theory that we
are the descendants of these galactic pioneers—and he reveals the
archeological discoveries that prove it... The dramatic discoveries and
irrefutable evidence: • An alien astronaut preserved in a pyramid •
Thousand-year-old spaceflight navigation charts • Computer astronomy
from Incan and Egyptian ruins • A map of the land beneath the ice cap of
Antarctica • A giant spaceport discovered in the Andes Includes
remarkable photos that document mankind's first contact with aliens at
the dawn of civilization.
Evidence of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 2012-11-22
Ancient humans had the natural urge to document the world in which
they lived, a fact that is evident in the cave paintings and carvings that
still exist today. Why do rock paintings from various sites around the
world all seem to depict the same things? Did the peoples of the
prehistoric world have contact with each another? Is it possible that
some were transported to far-flung locations in what our ancestors could
only have described as “flying chariots”? Erich von Däniken, one of the
best-selling authors of all time and regarded by many as the father of the
ancient alien theory, continues his mission to uncover Earth’s ancient
chariots-of-the-gods-unsolved-mysteries-of-the-past

past—this time with more than 150 extraordinary full-color
photographs—in Evidence of the Gods. This extensively illustrated book
features never-before-seen photographs from his unique archive,
compiled throughout decades of searching around the world for traces of
the cosmic gods whom he believes came to Earth thousands of years ago.
Evidence of the Gods offers the best and most impressive evidence to
date, along with concise explanations for the images, to bolster the case
that von Däniken has already been making quite convincingly for years.
Evidence of the Gods is his most convincing—and thoroughly
entertaining—work yet. Did extraterrestrial visitors really leave their
unmistakable traces on our planet thousands of years ago? The images
will speak for themselves.
Crash at Corona - Don Berliner 2010-04-01
IF UFOS DON'T EXIST, THEN THEY CAN'T CRASH. But something did
crash near Corona, a tiny town not far from Roswell, New Mexico, in
1947. And that crash has been dissected and debated ever since.
Aviation/science writer Don Berliner and nuclear physicist Stanton
Friedman, the original civilian investigator of the so-called Roswell
incident, have delved into the controversy to find the truth. They sifted
through once-classified government documents, interviewed military and
civilian witnesses, pieced together evidence, considered alternative
theories, and concluded that a UFO crashed near Corona-and the U.S.
government knew it and covered it up. Crash at Corona proves that what
was found in the New Mexico desert wasn't a weather balloon or a secret
weapon-it was a UFO. "One of the more credible books arguing the
existence of UFOs...Most arresting of all is the testimony of those who
handled the debris, who had no opportunity to compare notes, yet have
described the materials ...in almost identical language."-Publishers
Weekly DON BERLINER has written more than 300 magazine articles
and 25 books on aviation history and space and was also a staff writer for
the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP). He
is board chairman of the non-profit Fund for UFO Research, Inc., and is a
delegate to the UFO Research Coalition. STANTON T. FRIEDMAN is a
nuclear physicist who has worked for General Electric, General Motors,
Westinghouse, and other corporations. He is also the author of TOP
SECRET/MAJIC and has appeared on Larry King, Unsolved Mysteries,
and Nightline, and was involved with the documentaries UFOs Are Real
and Flying Saucers Are Real. He was the final speaker at the fiftieth
anniversary conference at the International UFO Museum and Research
Center at Roswell, and has given more than 700 lectures on the subject
of UFOs.
The Space-gods Revealed - Ronald Story 1976
War of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 2020-09-01
Bestselling author and father of the Ancient Alien Theory Erich von
Däniken explores what drove ancient humans to build city-sized places
underground around the world and its connection to conflicts in the sky.
War of the Gods examines ancient scriptures from India, Siberia, Tahiti,
and many other regions of the world independently on reports of battles
in the stars. Weapons of unimaginable destructive power were used in
the battle. Use of one of these weapons destroyed a planet completely.
Traditions from all over the world depict the gruesome effects of the
battle in space. Many ancient stories speak of it raining fire from the sky
for years. The people of the time tried to protect themselves from this,
and thus created more testimonies that prove the star war and contact
with beings from other planets. With impressive examples von Däniken
illustrates some of the numerous cities that were dug underground as
safe harbors from the destructive boulders. Miles and miles of
underground passageways have been discovered around the world as
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they made space for villages and entire cities. To end the book, von
Däniken presents his newest discoveries of an event that can only be
described as shocking: In 2017, the author was informed that strange
mummified creatures were found near the Peruvian village of Nazca.
They lived several thousand years, had three fingers and three toes, and
had exceptionally long heads. One of the mummies, apparently several
thousand years ago, had been implanted with a metal plate under the
skin. Scientists agree: These creatures are not from Earth!
The Gods Never Left Us - Erich von Däniken 2017-11-20
The Long Awaited Sequel to the Worldwide Best-seller Chariots of the
Gods When Chariots of the Gods was published 50 years ago, it began a
worldwide change in humanity's view of the cosmos. In an era of the
military space race, Erich von Däniken boldly proclaimed that Earth had
been visited by more advanced beings early in our history. But
prescientific man had no concept of space ships, so he called their
vehicles "chariots," and those driving the chariots became "gods." Over
the next five decades, von Däniken's more than 40 books built an everstronger case for Earth being visited by extraterrestrial visitors. And
Chariots became an international best seller, with 30 million copies sold
in more than two dozen languages. Also during that time, the case for ET
visitations millennia ago was being reexamined by contemporary UFO
researchers, who found evidence of modern visitations. And von Däniken
expanded his perspective to encompass the present. Now, he presents
his long-awaited sequel to Chariots of the Gods, proclaiming that the
gods never left us with all-new material to show that ancient aliens are
still with us. The Gods Never Left Us contends that recent advancements
in biotechnology, astrophysics, engineering, and artificial intelligence not
only give us a fresh perspective on his ancient astronaut theory but
actually validates it. We are--as a race--embarking on the exact same
trajectory of our own interplanetary colonization, just as von Däniken
suggested Earth itself was colonized. ETs are definitely at work today.
And that affects all of us. Why do they do what they do? What could an
extraterrestrial species possibly gain from observing us in the same way
we look at ants? What have these strangers wanted for the past
thousands of years? Can't they leave us alone? And what makes it so
difficult for us to acknowledge the existence of these extraterrestrials?
That is what this book deals with. "Erich's newest book is a fascination
journey from the ancient past into the present with a plethora of
scientific evidence and documented research. As always, he ads his own
"to the point" take on it all. Readers may also like that his newest work
moves in a slightly different direction from his past books. A thoroughly
enlightening and enjoyable Read." --Bruce Cunningham, Director,
Ancient Mysteries International LLC & Publisher of Advanced
Archaeology Review magazine
The Return of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 2002
With more than 140 photographs, maps, models, and drawings, Von
Dniken applies the same fact-filled analysis to Nazca—an ancient,
isolated settlement deep in the Peruvian desert—that launched his 1968
bestseller Chariots of the Gods. He analyzes aerial views and closeups of
extraordinary markings that stretch for miles, forming complex designs
noticeable only from the air.
In Search of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 1989
Three spellbinding volumes from the bestselling writer who defied
conventional theories of archaeology, religion and history to prove his
premise that the first gods to appear on Earth were visitors from outer
space.
The Cult of Alien Gods - Jason Colavito 2010-03-05
Fans of fantasy/horror writer H.P. Lovecraft must add The Cult of Alien
Gods: H.P. Lovecraft and Extraterrestrial Pop Culture to their reading
lists.- California BookwatchCombining literary theory, cultural criticism
and muckraking, Colavito aims to debunk alternative history...He does a
fair job of presenting his case, using a great deal of textual analysis, but
believers will dismiss it as yet another attempt to suppress the truth,
while those who haven't been immersed in the literature are likely to be
bewildered or indifferent...the writing is engaging and the topic
intriguing...- Publishers WeeklyNearly half of all Americans believe in the
existence of extraterrestrials, and many are also convinced that aliens
have visited earth at some point in history. Included among such popular
beliefs is the notion that so-called ancient astronauts (visitors from outer
space) were responsible for historical wonders like the pyramids. In The
Cult of Alien Gods, author Jason Colavito reveals for the first time that
the entire genre of ancient astronaut books is based upon fictional horror
stories, whose author once wrote that he never wished to mislead
anyone.In this entertaining and informative book, Colavito traces the
origins of the belief in ancient extraterrestrial visitors to the work of
chariots-of-the-gods-unsolved-mysteries-of-the-past

horror writer H. P. Lovecraft (1890-1937). This amazing tale takes the
reader through fifty years of pop culture and pseudoscience highlighting
such influential figures and developments as Erich von Däniken (Chariots
of the Gods), Graham Hancock (Fingerprints of the Gods), Zecharia
Sitchin (Twelfth Planet), and the Raelian Revolution. The astounding and
improbable connections among these various characters are revealed,
along with the disturbing consequences of Lovecraft's little joke for
modern science and public knowledge.Beyond documenting Lovecraft's
influence on ancient astronaut theories and Raelian cloning efforts,
Colavito also argues that the appeal of such modern myths is a troubling
sign in an age when science is having its greatest success. He suggests
that at the dawn of the 21st century Western society is witnessing a
deep-seated erosion of Enlightenment values that are the basis of the
modern world.Jason Colavito is a freelance writer and editor who has
written for Skeptic magazine, among other publications.
Miracles of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 1975
Mystic Places - Time-Life Books 1987
Explores places discovered to have been used in the past for sacred
rituals and ceremonies of the occult
The God Theory - Bernard Haisch 2011-05-14
As science integrates the in-depth knowledge of the physical world
accumulated over the past three centuries, it will be channeled into a
new and exciting line of inquiry that acknowledges the expanded reality
of consciousness as a creative force in the universe and the spiritual
creative power embodied in our own minds. This book summarizes the
thoughts of an inquisitive, but open-minded, scientist. What I present
here is a theory that looks promising, not scientific proof. It should not
be surprising, however, if some of what I propose coincides with theories
propounded by others who claim a more intimate relationship with the
Almighty. After all, if I am on the right track, and if they are, it would be
worrisome if we were not, ultimately, in agreement. All I ask is that you
seriously consider the logic of my theory, especially if it challenges you
to question what you were taught - in Sunday school, in catechism or,
dare I say, in physics class. I offer this book, not as a theological treatise,
but as a short, readable exposition of a worldview that can bring sense
and purpose into individual lives, and tolerance and peace to a planet
whose future is in serious jeopardy - in large part because of the
irrational dogmatism of both religion and science. If I am correct, we are
literally all one being (God) in many individual forms. Why, then, would
we continue to harm one another?
Eyewitness to the Gods - Erich Von Daniken 2019-10
The father of the ancient alien theory with more than 65 million books
sold reveals everything he has withheld for years. In all his years of
service, why didn't Erich von Däniken ever doubt his theory that
inhabitants of other planets had come into contact with humanity ages
ago, and that they still observe us today? How could von Däniken in all
these years say firmly that the UFO phenomenon is real and that people
are being abducted by aliens? Why does he repeatedly criticize the
official historiography and our religions and thus accept scorn and
hostility? The answers to these questions are: Because Erich von Däniken
spoke to people who supported his theories. Because people who saw
UFOs or were kidnapped by aliens trusted him. And because experts and
insiders inaugurated secrets known to only a few people. In this book,
the now 81-year-old presents selected eyewitnesses and insiders for the
first time, reveals secrets and stories that he has hitherto kept private,
and presents reports and revelations that leave one speechless!
Arrival of the Gods - Erich von Däniken 2011-06-01
Nazca, once only an isolated settlement in the midst of the Peruvian
desert, is today the meeting place for archaeologists from around the
world. From here you can fly over the celebrated Nazca pampa and
appreciate the massive scale of the extraordinary markings on the
surrounding landscape. Some of these lines are over twenty kilometers
long!Drawing on over thirty years of study, Erich von Daniken examines
the various theories that attempt to explain the Nazca phenomena in
terms of religious ritual, ancient roads, and astrological symbols. With
the help of numerous photographs taken by the author---half-hanging
from a small airplane---he describes the many mysteries of Nazca and
puts forward a startling revolutionary solution to one of archaeology's
greatest enigmas.
Cold Cases - Hélèna Katz 2010
This book explicitly chronicles 40 cases of unsolved murders and
disappearances over a period of more than 160 years, tracing the
evolution of criminal investigation and forensic techniques. * 40 chapters
document all the major unsolved murders and disappearances of the
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19th and 20th centuries * A complete chronology of unsolved murders
and disappearances from 1841 to 2003, illustrating how murder
investigations and forensic science have advanced * 31 photographs
depict the victims of unsolved murders and disappearances portrayed in
this book * Bibliography of books, magazine and newspaper articles, and
websites about unsolved murders and disappearances * Includes an
appendix detailing milestones in the development of forensic techniques,
from a Chinese text from 1248 explaining the differences between death
by drowning and by strangulation, to the modern use of DNA
Impossible Truths - Erich Von Daniken 2018-01-16
The author of Chariots of the Gods presents astounding theories about
alien contact in ancient history—updated with new evidence from his
research into formerly inaccessible sites Why do flying machines and
astronauts appear in the artworks and sacred texts of all ancient
cultures? What is the meaning of the immense earth drawings,
impossible to view from the ground, that can be found all over the globe?
How could prehistoric cultures have engraved diorite and other hard
rock with such incredible precision without the use of modern tools? In
this mind-bending new book, Erich von Däniken—bestselling author and
expert on extraterrestrial influences on early civilization—draws on his
latest research to update his astounding theory that the inhabitants of
other planets have kept in contact with humankind since the earliest
times. • Assess for yourself the stunning visual evidence presented in
some 200 photographs. • Examine previously unpublished testimony
from expert informants. • Discover new research undertaken by von
Däniken after the opening up of previously inaccessible regions, such as
the jungle city “Buritaca 200” in Colombia. Featuring profiles of Machu
Picchu, the Nazca Lines, and other archaeological mysteries, Impossible
Truths shines a startling new light on the true relationship between alien
species and humankind.
Ancient Aliens - The Producers of Ancient Aliens 2016-11-15
The first official companion book to HISTORY® network’s hit series
Ancient Aliens®: a powerful journey through human history that
explores fascinating unanswered questions about the origins of our
civilizations. With a foreword by Series Creator, Kevin Burns. Millions of
people around the world believe we have been visited in the past by
extraterrestrial beings. What if it were true? And if so, what if there were
clues left behind? Each week, hundreds of thousands of viewers tune in
to the wildly popular Ancient Aliens® television series to seek insight
into those very questions—and to become part of a thrilling, probing
exploration of the mysteries at the heart of world civilizations. The first
official companion book to the hit show, Ancient Aliens® takes readers
even deeper into the mysteries that have made the show a pop culture
phenomenon. Filled with exciting insights and behind-the scenes stories
from the show’s creators and leading experts in ancient alien theory, the
book explores the key questions at the heart of the series: Who were
they? Why did they come? What did they leave behind? Where did they
go? Will they return? Transporting readers around the globe, Ancient
Aliens® explores the fascinating enigmas and mysterious artifacts our
ancestors left behind, from incredible objects to amazingly accurate
ancient maps; from the Great Pyramid of Giza and stone megaliths at
Gobekli Tepe to the Nazca Plains and mysterious structures of Puma
Punku. Accompanied by lavish 4-color photography throughout, the book
allows armchair archaeologists to examine the evidence up close for the
first time. Both the ultimate-fan book and the perfect gift for readers new
to the show, Ancient Aliens® is a compelling journey through the
mysteries of our ancient civilizations and the possibility of alien influence
on our cultures.
World Famous Unsolved Mysteries - Abhay Kumar Dubey 2012-04-01
If you are tired or bored with routine - or simply want to relax after busy
work schedule, this book will prove the best companion. In fact, thrillers
have always fascinated the young and old alike. There is no clear-cut
demarcation line between myth and history, or between appearance and
reality. Many mysteries have been solved but there are still many more
which have remained unsolved and defied all rational explanations.
The Eyes of the Sphinx - Erich Von Daniken 1996-03-01
The world-famous bestseller Chariots of the Gods introduced the theory
that ancient Earth had established contact with aliens. Now, Erich von
Däniken’s The Eyes of the Sphinx reveals startling evidence that could
prove it. Erich von Däniken's theory of alien contact with the ancient
world is so incredible, yet so logical and convincing, that it has become
part of a wide-ranging debate that continues to this day. His claims that
an alien race helped create the pyramids of Egypt were based upon the
ruins themselves. And it is these ruins that now provide researchers with
a never-ending source of clues, compelling discoveries, revelations, and
chariots-of-the-gods-unsolved-mysteries-of-the-past

evidence that Earth was indeed colonized by an alien race.
The Real Men In Black - Nick Redfern 2011-06-15
The Men in Black were elevated to superstar status in 1997 in the hit
movie of the same name. Although the Hollywood blockbuster was
fiction, the real Men in Black have consistently attempted to silence the
witnesses of UFO and paranormal phenomena since the 1950s. In The
Real Men in Black, author Nick Redfern delves deep into the mysterious
world of these mysterious operatives. He reveals their origins and
discusses classic cases, previously unknown reports, secret government
files, and the many theories that have been presented to explain the
mystery. Highlights of The Real Men in Black include: The story of Albert
Bender, the first man to claim an encounter with the Men in Black The
involvement of the MIB in the Mothman saga that dominated the town of
Point Pleasant, West Virginia in the 1960s Encounters with the MIB at
the site of one of the world’s most famous monsters: Loch Ness Exclusive
interviews with leading researchers of the MIB phenomenon
From Science to God - Peter Russell 2010-02-08
From Science to God offers a crash course in the nature of reality. It is
the story of Peter Russell's lifelong exploration into the nature of
consciousness — how he went from being a strict atheist, studying
mathematics and physics at Cambridge University, to realizing a
profound personal synthesis of the mystical and scientific. Using his own
tale of curiosity and exploration as the book’s backbone, Russell blends
physics, psychology, and philosophy to reach a new worldview in which
consciousness is a fundamental quality of creation. He shows how all the
ingredients for this worldview are in place; nothing new needs to be
discovered. We have only to put the pieces together and explore the new
picture of reality that emerges. From Science to God is as much a
personal story of an open-minded skeptic as it is a tour de force of
scientific and religious paradigm shifts. Russell takes us from Galileo’s
den to the lecture halls of Cambridge where he studied with Stephen
Hawking. “If you had asked me then if there was a God,” says the bestselling author of his scientific beginnings, “I would have pointed to
mathematics.” But no matter what empirical truths science offered
Russell, one thorny question remained: How can something as
immaterial as consciousness, ever arise from something as unconscious
as matter?
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings - Charles H. Hapgood 1966
Hapgood utilizes ancient maps as concrete evidence of an advanced
worldwide civilization existing many thousands of years before ancient
Egypt. Hapgood concluded that these ancient mapmakers were in some
ways much more advanced in mapmaking than any people prior to the
18th century. Hapgood believes that they mapped all the continents. This
would mean that the Americas were mapped thousands of years before
Columbus. Antarctica would have been mapped when its coasts were
free of ice. Hapgood supposes that there is evidence that these people
must have lived when the Ice Age had not yet ended in the Northern
Hemisphere and when Alaska was still connected with Siberia by the
Pleistocene, Ice Age 'land bridge'.
Bloodline of the Gods - Nick Redfern 2015-08-17
Are significant numbers of humanity the product of an ancient and
advanced alien civilization? Have we, across the millennia, been
periodically modified and refined as a species? In short, has our genetic
make-up been manipulated by otherworldly beings that view human
civilization as one big lab experiment? These are controversial and
thought-provoking questions. They are also questions that demand
answers, answers that may very well be found by examining those people
whose blood type is Rh negative. The vast majority of humankind—85 to
90 percent—is Rh positive, which means a person’s red blood cells
contain an antigen directly connected to the Rhesus monkey. This
antigen is known as the Rh factor. Each and every primate on the planet
has this antigen, except for one: the remaining 10 to 15 percent of
humans. If the theory of evolution is valid—that each and every one of us
is descended from ancient primates—shouldn’t we all be Rh positive?
Yes, we should. But we’re not. The Negatives are unlike the rest of us.
They are different. They are the unique individuals whose bloodline may
have nothing less than extraterrestrial origins.
The Gods Were Astronauts - Erich von Däniken 2002
Why do nearly all the world's major religions share similar myths? Erich
Von Däniken, author of the runaway international bestseller Chariots of
the Gods, believes he knows: the winged deities populating ancient
religious texts were in reality extraterrestrials. Fully illustrated with
compelling color and black-and-white photographs, the book takes us
from Myanmar to Peru's and Egypt's unexplained “landing strips.”
The Encyclopedia of Unsolved Mysteries - Colin Wilson 2015-08-25
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From the bestselling author of THE OUTSIDER Is the Shroud of Turin a
holy relic or a clever fake? What was the coded message that made a
poor French priest a millionaire, and does it prove that the crucifixion
was a fraud? And what lies at the bottom of the 200-foot shaft on Oak
Island, Newfoundland, where two centuries of digging have yet to
unearth the buried treasure that must be there? In THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF UNSOLVED MYSTERIES, Colin Wilson presents an astonishing
variety of unsolved riddles and enduring enigmas to prove that our
everyday world is stranger than we believe, wilder than we can imagine.
Ranging in content from Atlantis to the Bermuda Triangle and from
Kaspar Hauser to the identity of Shakespeare, Colin Wilson's
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UNSOLVED MYSTERIES is a comprehensive
examination of the most baffling mysteries of our time.
Mysteries of the Gods: Ancient Aliens Throughout Mankind's History Robert Charroux 1971-03-01
In "Mysteries of the Gods: Ancient Aliens Throughout Mankind's
History," renowned French scientist Robert Charroux (who worked as an
expert consultant - with William Shatner and Erich von Daniken - on the
1970s documentary, "Mysteries of the Gods") asks the pertinent
question: "What really happened in our past?" Is our civilization only
beginning to attain the level of another civilization that existed on Earth
hundreds of thousands of years ago? Is there a conspiracy to withhold
knowledge bequeathed to us by our superior ancestors - truths that must
be kept hidden for the "good" of mankind? Are our familiar occult
doctrines only fragmentary, distorted reflections of that knowledge? Do
ancient Hindu writings record the story of an atomic war? Is modern
science rapidly approaching the ancient knowledge that will lead to the
same sort of catastrophe? Is a breakaway civilization leading us down the
road to destruction, or salvation? Charroux thinks the time has come for
the human race to break through the ancient veil of secrecy, and
discover the truth about itself.
The Alien Book - Nick Redfern 2019-09-01
Unmasking the mysteries of alien life on earth! Make mention of the
word “alien” and it conjures images of black-eyed, large-headed,
dwarfish beings that have come to be known as the Greys. Indeed, Greys
have become a staple part of pop-culture, never mind just the field of
UFO research. They’ve appeared in Steven Spielberg’s classic 1977
movie, Close Encounters of the Third Kind. They regularly popped up in
The X-Files. And, of course, there are numerous people – all across the
world – who claim to have been abducted by the Greys and subjected to
intrusive medical experiments. Yet, before the 1950s, the Greys were
nowhere in sight. The Alien Book: A Guide to Extraterrestrial Beings on
Earth shows that extraterrestrial life comes in all kinds, appearances,
sizes, and bodies. They all have one thing in common, however: the
human race has encountered them, and we continue to do so today. Not
just dozens, or even hundreds, but thousands of eyewitness experiences
have been reported. Covering hundreds of extraterrestrial life forms in
more than 40 thematic chapters, this absorbing look at the mysteries of
aliens on earth includes ... the Space Brothers: long-haired, very humanlooking ETs the fiendish Reptilians: seven-to-eight-foot-tall predatory
shapeshifters Men in Black beings: extremely pale-skinned, tall, and with
huge eyes Black-eyed Children: anemic-looking kids with solid black eyes
that might be ET-human hybrids Bigfoot the werewolf-like Dogmen
jellyfish-style aliens that soar around the skies of our world the Shadow
People: dangerous humanoids that terrorize people legendary Nephilim
space-vampires: insect-like aliens that resemble a giant praying mantis
and many, many more! The Alien Book investigates the full range of
sentient, alien life forms. Some are benign and others downright deadly.
Some are small, like a germ or virus that has NASA, creating guidelines
to deal with an outbreak of an extraterrestrial germ. Some are big like a
giant praying mantis or the biblical Goliath. They all lurk on Earth and in
this chilling book! With more than 120 photos and graphics, this tome is
richly illustrated. Its helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its
usefulness.
Chariots of the Gods? - Erich von Däniken 1980
The author attempts to explain such perplexing archaeological
discoveries as the stone figures on Easter Island and various temple and
cave drawings
The Unidentified - Colin Dickey 2021-07-20
America's favorite cultural historian and author of Ghostland takes a
"thought-provoking and delicoiusly unsettling" (Publisher's Weekly) tour
of the country's most persistent "unexplained" phenomena In a world
where rational, scientific explanations are more available than ever,
belief in the unprovable and irrational--in fringe--is on the rise: from
Atlantis to aliens, from Flat Earth to the Loch Ness monster, the list goes
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on. It seems the more our maps of the known world get filled in, the
more we crave mysterious locations full of strange creatures. Enter Colin
Dickey, Cultural Historian and Tour Guide of the Weird. With the same
curiosity and insight that made Ghostland a hit with readers and critics,
Colin looks at what all fringe beliefs have in common, explaining that
today's Illuminati is yesterday's Flat Earth: the attempt to find meaning
in a world stripped of wonder. Dickey visits the wacky sites of America's
wildest fringe beliefs--from the famed Mount Shasta where the ancient
race (or extra-terrestrials, or possibly both, depending on who you ask)
called Lemurians are said to roam, to the museum containing the last
remaining "evidence" of the great Kentucky Meat Shower--investigating
how these theories come about, why they take hold, and why as
Americans we keep inventing and re-inventing them decade after decade.
The Unidentified is Colin Dickey at his best: curious, wry, brilliant in his
analysis, yet eminently readable.
Crash Go the Chariots - Clifford A. Wilson 1976
Confessions of an Egyptologist - Erich von Daniken 2021
Bestselling author Erich von Däniken shares the story of a 16-year-old
grave-diver who discovered a mysterious labyrinth of the old kings under
one of the pyramids of Saqqara. In this book, Erich von Däniken shares
the story of his friend Adel H., an Egyptologist, who, as a 16-year-old
boy, was trapped for days under the Step Pyramid of Saqqara. Based on
his conversations with Adel H., he retells the boy's search for a way out
of the underground world, how the boy roamed passageways and
chambers and saw what he calls "impossible" things of which the
professional world is completely unaware. Adel experienced uncanny
events, a mixture of spirit realm and reality, which is described here for
the first time. "The story of Egypt," Adel says, "has two sides--the official
one and the unknown one." It is secrets like the sights and events Adel
experiences underground that von Däniken refers to throughout this
book. Von Däniken shows that the Great Pyramid of Giza is nothing but a
huge library created for the people of the future. He proves his claim
through quotes from the few ancient works that still survive. Who
actually had an interest for millennia in destroying knowledge/books? It's
not about a few thousand, but about millions of books. Von Däniken
documents the fanatical destructive rage of the people and means: If we
would only have one ten-thousandth of the former writings, human
prehistory would have to be completely rewritten. And where are the lost
labyrinths? The one of Crete and the gigantic labyrinth of Egypt, of
which all ancient historians reported? Against the background of these
revelations, von Däniken turns the spot on to another focus of his book. A
paradigm shift in the question of extraterrestrial life: "The gods have
already come back. They came down again. They are currently orbiting
our planet!"
The Egypt Code - Robert Bauval 2007-10-01
Why did the ancients align their monuments so precisely with the stars?
What were the practical and symbolic reasons behind these mysterious
configurations? From the author of The Orion Mystery, the best-selling
book that introduced the revolutionary star-correlation theory about the
Giza pyramids, The Egypt Code reveals an amazing Grand Unified Plan
behind the legendary temples of upper Egypt. Robert Bauval, one of the
world’s most prominent and controversial Egyptologists, completes his
groundbreaking investigation of astronomy as related to Egyptian
monuments and related religious texts. The Egypt Code revisits the
Pyramid Age and the Old Kingdom, proposing a vast sky-ground
correlation for the Memphite-Heliopolis region, and presenting the
possibility of a grand plan spanning three thousand years of Pharaonic
civilization and involving pyramids and major temple sites along the Nile.
The central idea of the book is that the cosmic order, which the ancients
referred to as "Maat," was comprised of the observable cycles of the sun
and stars, in particular the star Sirius, and that the changes that took
place due to the precession of the equinoxes and the so-called Sothic
Cycle are reflected in the orientation and location of religious sites.
History Is Wrong - Erich von Däniken 2009-01-01
The author takes a look at the Voynich manuscript, the Book of Enoch, a
lost subterranean labyrinth in Ecuador, and the mysterious lines in the
desert of Nazca.
Area 51 - Nick Redfern 2019-01-01
A revealing look at the secrets behind the most controversial U.S. Air
Force base It’s no secret that, roughly 100 miles north northwest of Las
Vegas, in the middle of a remote dessert, sits an extension of the
Edwards Air Force facility commonly known as Area 51, but its
clandestine purpose and operations remain shrouded in secrecy. It’s a
highly classified, restricted area, but, cloaked in conspiracy theories, its
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history and true function remain a mystery. Is it only devoted to flight
testing experimental aircraft and building black ops weapons systems as
some contend? Or is it home to a dead alien, crashed UFOs, and
extraterrestrial technology...? Or all of the above? Taking a thorough
review of the historical record, eyewitness accounts, whistleblower
testimony, and deathbed confessions, Area 51: The Revealing Truth of
UFOs, Secret Aircraft, Cover-Ups and Conspiracies peers behind the
classified secrets to understand the nature, history, and scope of the
most controversial base in the United States. Redfern investigates the
Cold War years, U-2 spy plane, SR-71 Blackbird, and chemical and
nuclear weapon research as well as the base’s link to an extraterrestrial
presence on Earth, reports of alien autopsies, recovery of non-terrestrial
spacecraft, and attempts to duplicate the fantastic, alien technology.
From UFOs to secret aircraft and the CIA, shadowy government
programs and unexplained events surrounding Area 51 are illuminated,
including ... The government’s Nevada land-grab at Paradise Ranch The
U-2, the Blackbird, and the A-12 tests, refinements, and flights The
Robert Scott Lazar revelations Roswell Incident and Project Mogul The
development of “black helicopters” The “Autopsies – Bodies Unknown
Origin 47” file Intelligence gathering through ESP, parapsychological,

chariots-of-the-gods-unsolved-mysteries-of-the-past

and mind control Secret research on teleportation Vast, hollowed-out
chambers, tunnels, and hidden underground facilities And much, much
more!!!
The Books of Enoch - 2017-05-05
2nd Book of Enoch, the Slavonic Enoch, or 2 Enoch, which is another
apocryphal book, found complete only in Old Slavonic manuscripts, and it
was once present in the Old Slavonic Bible. It's usually dated to the first
century CE although Matthew Black in The Oxford Guide to People &
Places of the Bible state that there is no manuscript "earlier than the
fourteenth century BE". ~ Amazon.
Chariots of the Gods? - Erich von Däniken 1974-01-01
Were visitors from outer space responsible for the fantastic and
unexplained ruins left behind by ancient civilizations?
The Darkest Places - The Editors of Outside Magazine 2021-09
Longtime readers have come to understand that Outside's true gift is in
chronicling misadventure. The Darkest Places chronicles mysterious
disappearances, unsolved murders, and deadly disasters, taking us to farflung places no sane person would want to go.
Gods from Outer Space - Erich von Daniken 1974
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